
Become a Certifiable Everlaw Expert
The Everlaw Product Certification Program lets you operate our best-in-class ediscovery
platform at its highest potential and turn your product expertise into your biggest career asset.
Learn at your own pace through comprehensive but easy-to-digest modules that deepen your
knowledge of workflows and best practices. Stay on the cutting edge of the product through
regular maintenance exams. And when it’s all said and done, don’t forget to show it off.

Tap into the Full Power of the Everlaw Platform
We are excited to roll out three beta offerings to existing Everlaw users. Anyone can
take advantage of the program, but professionals dedicated to mastering different aspects of
the product will really thrive. With the program’s specialized tracks, users can develop
workflow mastery in order to streamline their organization’s processes, save time and money,
and become the go-to expert for their peers. By becoming product certified, you’ll have all the
knowledge you need at your fingertips to propel your team, company, and career forward.

Invest in your
career
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Build product
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Share
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Everlaw Product Certification
Our beta Everlaw Product Certification Program is a role-based,
modular learning program for you to master the platform in your
own time. Each learning guide can be completed in under an hour,
allowing you to apply your skills and scale your team’s impact as
you go. Through the program, you’ll be able to:

Customize your learning. Tackle learning guides piece by piece to
build your certification over time, or follow a tailored learning path.
Each guide includes text, videos, and practice exercises to develop
and leverage expertise on key workflows and best practices.

Demonstrate your expertise. Utilize checkpoints and guidance
from Everlaw’s Product Team to ensure you’re mastering the
platform. For comprehensive certifications, you’ll cap your
certification with a practicum to showcase your skills.

Continue your education. Stay on top of Everlaw’s fast-paced
product development with regular maintenance exams that certify
your continued product mastery.

Reviewer
Topics: Document Review,
Search Fundamentals

Best for: Beginners and
professionals conducting
document review on the
platform.

Estimated Completion - Less than 5
Hours

Data Operations
Topics: Data Uploads,
Production

Best for: Lit Support
professionals responsible for
their team’s data operations
and users looking to conduct
their own uploads and
productions.

* Estimated Completion - 10 Hours

Project Manager
Topics: Case Setup, Data
Exploration, Managing Document
Review plus Review and Data
Operations specialized tracks.

Best for: Professionals supporting
their organization through their use
of Everlaw.

* Estimated Completion - 20+ Hours

Why beta?

We know that your
feedback is paramount
to a successful product.

Certification is no
exception! We are

rolling out three beta
offerings to existing

Everlaw users to refine
the program and

ensure we meet your
needs and

expectations. We want
to hear from you! All

beta users will be
invited to provide their

feedback.

Additional tracks
are coming in 2023!

Interested in becoming
product certified? Visit
certification.everlaw.com
to get started! If you
have any additional
questions, please
reach out to us at
certification@everlaw.com

http://certification.everlaw.com
mailto:certification@everlaw.com



